This Celeb Trainer’s New Clothing Line Is Under $50 And Stood
Up to a Hard Workout
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Chic workout wear is practically a must-have at this point. There are so many fitness-fashion brands it's gotten hard
to keep track. As for me, while I always want to look cute when I work out, it's also really important that I am actually
able to sweat in what I wear to my workout. If I can’t squat in my leggings, they’re a bit useless. So when I heard
that celebrity trainer Anna Kaiser, a celebrity trainer whose devotees include Ashley Graham and Karlie Kloss, had
teamed up with C9 by Target to create a new, limited edition fitness line, I had to be one of the first to try it. After all,
she's not just a fitness maven—with clients like that, she has to know a thing or two about style, also. And as if I
wasn't excited enough, every single item in this 16-piece apparel collection is under $43. Not only do I need to be
able to move in my gear, I'm not wild about paying $90 for pants I'm just going to get sweaty, so this was great
news.
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But I was reserving my final judgement until I actually worked out in the stuff. And what better way to try it than
during one of Anna Kaiser's signature workouts? I threw on three of my favorite pieces—the “Gym Hair Don’t Care”
trucker hat, this mesh-overlay bra, and the sleeveless sweatshirt hoodie and got to work, taking advantage of the athome workout content offered on Kaiser's website for her studio, AKT.

While I did have to lose the hoodie before I finished the moves (I got pretty sweaty!), the clothing all held up well.
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The hoodie was great to wear while warming up and getting the blood flowing, and the bra was sweat-wicking and
breathable. Plus, it didn’t make me feel smashed down like some multilayered bras can. Overall, it gets my stamp of
approval.
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The collection is available now at target.com, so get it before it sells out.
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